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Initials: MC

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To present the Governing Body with the first public update in the Essex
Success regime.

2.

Background

2.1

The Essex Success Regime is one of three such programmes in the country.
It is part of the NHS Five Year Forward View, which is a blueprint for the NHS
to take decisive steps to secure high quality, joined-up care. It sets out the
challenges facing health and care nationally and how radical change is
needed to sustain services into the future and improve care for patients.

2.2

The Success Regime is concentrating on certain areas in the country where
there are deep-rooted, systemic pressures. The overall aim is to improve
health and care where these systems are managing financial deficits or issues
of service quality or both.

2.3

In Essex, the Success regime concentrates on mid and south Essex and NHS
Southend Clinical Commissioning Group is playing a key role in the
developing work of the programme. The first major clinical leaders meeting
took place at the end of January and was attended by the CCG’s chair, Dr
José Garcia Lobera.

2.4

At the end of January, the programme team published its first public briefing
note which outlines the latest position of the Essex Success Regime and sets
out next steps. The briefing note sets out the scale of the challenge facing the
county and the extent of some of the changes and decisions which could be
made.

2.5

The briefing also makes a clear commitment to involve local people and
stakeholders in this work by providing regular engagement opportunities,
programmed into the overall schedule.

2.6

The Success Regime does present some exciting opportunities for the health
system in Southend and it is important to remember that it brings
management and financial support to the area in order to help us unblock any
barriers to change.

3.

Recommendation

3.1

The Governing Body is asked to note this briefing document.
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